COLOMBIA: FARC and other rebels, AUC paramilitaries

India: rebels

UGANDA: LRA rebels

BURUNDI: rebels

Russia: government and rebels (in Chechnya, North Ossetia and Dagestan)

Georgia: government and NSAAs

Turkey: PKK rebels

Somalia: various factions

Nepal: government and Maoist rebels

Pakistan: rebels

Iraq: NSAGs

Georgia: government and NSAGs

PHILIPPINES: rebels

Pakistan: rebels

Russia: government and rebels (in Chechnya, North Ossetia and Dagestan)
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Signatories (Signed but not Ratified).

Non-Signatories (Not yet Acceded).

STATES PARTIES (Signed and Ratified or Acceded).

Antipersonnel mine use since May 2004
(Confirmed Use or Compelling Evidence)